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Organizations and Markets
Abstract
Austrian economics focuses on markets, but has much to say about organizations. In
particular, Austrian insights on the structure of production, the heterogeneity and
subjectivity of resources, the nature of uncertainty, the role of monetary calculation,
and the function of the entrepreneur provide solid foundations for a distinctly
Austrian theory of organizations. We review these insights, discuss recent literature
on Austrian economics and the theory of the firm, and suggest new directions for
developing and extending an Austrian approach to organizations.
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INTRODUCTION
Austrian economics deals primarily with markets, focusing on production, exchange, and
consumption by individuals interacting in commercial markets characterized by private property,
monetary calculation, and the price mechanism—what Mises (1949) called “catallactics.” Of
course, Austrians have also dealt with socialism (Mises, 1920, 1922; Rothbard, 1976; Lavoie,
1985), interventionism (Mises, 1928; Rothbard, 1970; Ikeda, 1997), law (Hayek, 1960, 1978),
and other institutions (Menger, 1883), mainly to enhance our understanding of market exchange.
Austrians have devoted less attention to the internal working of voluntary, private organizations
such as families, clubs, and business firms, where resources are allocated by fiat or consensus,
rather than monetary exchange. Like their neoclassical counterparts Austrians have, until
recently, been reluctant to open up the “black box” of the organization.
Austrian theory suggests that organizations, as with the Crusoe economy or cottage
production, are inherently disadvantaged relative to market systems where a complex division of
labor is needed because they lack the alienable property rights and internal price system needed
to facilitate monetary calculation (Klein, 1996). Moreover, organizations encounter the problem
faced by any planned order, namely that the “organizer must wish the individuals who are to
cooperate to make use of knowledge that he himself does not possess” (Hayek, 1973: 49). Yet,
organizations—collectives aimed at achieving specific goals (Parsons, 1956)—are ubiquitous
parts of market economies, possibly even the dominant features of the economic landscape
(Simon, 1991).
Why, given what Hayek called the “marvel” of market coordination, do organizations large
and small emerge and persist? How do they avoid the problem of economic calculation faced by
socialist economies? Why do organizations take the shapes they do, why do their characteristics
vary over time and across industries, and why do they succeed or fail? Are most organizations
3

stable over time, or do organizations, like markets, adapt and learn? How do entrepreneurs
arrange assets and manage individuals within organizations? These and similar questions are key
to an understanding of both organizations and markets. Yet, while Austrian economists have
studied institutions and theorized about the organization of economic activities (Langlois, 1992),
a stream of literature on a “theory of the firm” building on distinctly Austrian assumptions and
insights has emerged only recently.
The modern economic theory of the firm is usually traced to Ronald Coase’s seminal 1937
article and the classic contributions in the 1970s from Williamson (1971, 1975, 1979), Alchian
and Demsetz (1972), Jensen and Meckling (1976), Klein, Crawford, and Alchian (1978), and
others. As we argue below, key insights from this field also appear in the Austrian literature
(Foss, 1994; Klein, 1996; Foss and Klein, 2010); in many cases, Austrian insights not only
precede (Foss, 1994), but also challenge modern organizational economics and provide solid
foundations for a distinctly Austrian theory of organizations that overcomes weaknesses in the
standard treatments.1 In particular, the Austrian understanding of heterogeneous, subjectively
perceived, capital resources, Mises’s (1920) contribution on the calculation problem of socialist
economies, Hayek’s (1937, 1945) work on dispersed knowledge and the problem of
coordination, Rothbard’s (1962) generalization of Mises’ insights to the case of large firms, and
the longstanding Austrian emphasis on the entrepreneur as a causal agent provide the
foundations for a full-fledged theory of organizations in general and firms in particular.

1

By “modern organizational economics” or the “modern theory of the firm” we mean primarily agency theory,
transaction cost economics, mechanism design, incomplete-contracting theory, and other approaches surveyed, for
example, in Gibbons and Roberts (2012). In this chapter we ignore the relationship between Austrian economics and
other approaches to the firm that dominate the strategic management literature, such as the resource-based and
capabilities approach. On resources and capabilities see Foss (1997), Langlois (1992), Foss, Foss, Klein and Klein
(2007), and Foss and Ishikawa (2007). Like Austrian economics, resource-based and capabilities approaches stress
the heterogeneity of capital assets and the benefits of combining them in complementary bundles that generate
competitive advantage.
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Drawing on earlier work such as Foss (1994, 1997), Klein (1996, 1999) and Foss and Klein
(2010, 2012), we discuss these key Austrian insights and how they allow building a promising
Austrian theory of the firm. We subsequently discuss attempts within AE to build such a theory
and present the judgment-based approach proposed recently by Foss and Klein (2012). While we
focus on firms, the subsequent discussion bears implications for research on organizations more
generally; all organizations are challenged by dispersed knowledge and genuine uncertainty, and
all of them need to allocate resources in the context of heterogenous capital assets and partly
missing markets. Thus, while we refer to profit-seeking organizations (i.e., firms) in the
following, most of the discussion applies to public non-profit organizations as well.
THINKING ABOUT ORGANIZATIONS
What is usually termed the “neoclassical” theory of the firm emerged in the 1920s and 1930s in
the works of Pigou (1928), Viner (1931), and Robinson (1933, 1934) as a parallel effort to the
formalization of consumer theory (Hicks and Allen, 1934; Loasby, 1976). In many economics
textbooks the “firm” is portrayed as a production function or production possibilities set, a black
box that transforms inputs into outputs. The firm is modeled as a single actor, solving a
maximization problem completely analogous to the problem facing the utility-maximizing
consumer. How production is organized—for example, whether inputs x1, x2, and x3 are
combined into output y within a single firm, between partners, across a network of independent
contractors, or by some other means—is treated as secondary, even trivial, issue with little
consequence for resource allocation.
Coase (1937) introduced a fundamentally different way to think about production and the
firm. In the world of neoclassical price theory, he noted, firms have no reason to exist. If firms
emerge in a market economy, he reasoned, it must be that there is a “cost to using the price
5

mechanism” (Coase 1937: 390). Market exchange entails certain costs, such as identifying
trading partners, negotiating terms, and writing and enforcing contracts. Inside a firm, the
entrepreneur may be able to reduce these “transaction costs” by coordinating these activities
himself. However, internal organization brings other kinds of transaction costs, namely problems
of information flow, incentives, monitoring, and performance evaluation. The boundary of the
firm, then, is determined by the tradeoff, at the margin, between the relative transaction costs of
external and internal exchange.2
Modern, post-Coasean theories of the firm such as transaction cost economics (TCE)
(Williamson, 1971, 1975, 1985; Klein, Crawford, and Alchian, 1978) and the incompletecontracting or “property rights” approach (PRT) (Hart, 1995), as well as the nexus-of-contracts
view, (Alchian and Demsetz 1972), agency theory (Ross 1973; Jensen and Meckling, 1976), and
team theory (Marschak and Radner 1972), follow Coase in seeing the firm as a contractual entity
whose existence and characteristics are shaped by transaction costs or information costs.3 Of
course, each theory asks somewhat different questions and invokes particular kinds of
transaction or information costs to give the answers (Gibbons, 2005). Principal-agent models and
team theory are interested mainly in internal organization and emphasize monitoring costs, while
TCE and PRT deal with firm boundaries and highlight costs of writing (complete) contracts or
the ex post costs of enforcement and renegotiation.

2

An earlier tradition approached the distinction between firm and market in terms of the relative intensities of the
division of labor, but this tradition was ignored by Coase, and largely forgotten after Coasean insights began to take
hold (Bylund, 2011).
3

Only transaction cost economics and the incomplete-contracting approach are theories of the firm per se (Hart,
1995). Nexus-of-contracts, principal-agent and team theories deal with productive relationships, but do not address
asset ownership; that is, they do not talk about the boundaries of the firm. To explain boundaries, one must
presuppose that contracts are incomplete, for otherwise everything can be stipulated contractually and there is no
need for ownership, understood as the “residual right” to make decisions that are not specified by contract. Team
theory and principal-agent models assume complete contracts, whereas transaction cost economics and property
rights theory work from an incomplete contracting foundation.
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Still, all branches of modern organizational economics reject some or all aspects of the
perfectly competitive general equilibrium model, starting with Coase and Williamson and
including modern contract theory (Salanié, 1997; Laffont and Martimort, 2002).4 Complications
such as (genuine) uncertainty (Knight, 1921), imperfect foresight or bounded rationality (Coase,
1937; Kreps, 1996; MacLeod, 2002), small-numbers bargaining (Williamson, 1996), haggling
costs (Coase, 1937), private information (Holmström, 1979), cost of processing information
(Marschak and Radner, 1972; Bolton and Dewatripont, 1994), costs of inspecting quality
(Barzel, 1982, 1997), or imperfect legal enforcement (Hart, 1995; Williamson, 1996), are all
deviations from the full, complete, contingent contracting model of perfectly competitive general
equilibrium theory (Debreu, 1959).
Post-Coasean theories of the firm have greatly enhanced our understanding of firms as
contractual entities whose existence, boundaries, and internal organization can be rendered
intelligible in terms of economizing on (various types of) transaction costs. Yet, numerous issues
have remained unaddressed by modern economics thinking on organizations. Consider the
following questions.
1. What is a firm, exactly? Coase (1937) defines the firm in terms of the employment
relation. A one-person operation, in this definition, is not a firm, and vertical integration deals
with the question of adding producers of intermediate products to the firm’s employment roll.
For Knight, Williamson, and Hart, in contrast, the firm is defined not by the employment
relationship, but by the ownership of alienable assets. In this approach, the question is who owns
what, not who is employed by whom.5 Knight, for example, begins with judgment, defined as
4

The rejection is clearly spelled out in Knight (1921), though Knight did not develop a systematic theory of the
firm.
5

Spulber (2009) offers yet another approach, defining the firm as nexus of transactions with objectives different
from those of its owners.
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business decision making when the range of possible future outcomes, let alone the likelihood of
individual outcomes, is generally unknown—what he termed uncertainty (or uninsurable risk),
rather than probabilistic (or insurable) risk. To exercise judgment, the entrepreneur must own
and control resources, which are then deployed under conditions of uncertainty. The firm is then
the entrepreneur plus the assets he owns and controls (Foss and Klein, 2012). Of course, even in
this approach, to get from the one-person firm to the multi-person firm requires some theory
about the relative transaction costs of employment versus independent contracting (we discuss
this issue later).
Perhaps the better question than “what is a firm” is “what are the important research
questions that can be answered when the firm is defined in a particular way?”
2. Why do firms differ, and why does it matter?6 Despite moving beyond neoclassical
notions of the “representative firm,” some branches of modern organization economics remain
committed to explaining equilibrium configurations populated by optimizing agents. And yet,
most industries are characterized by wide variation in firm performance (e.g., Cool and
Schendel, 1988; Porter, 1979). Why some firms earn superior returns has been the area of key
interest among strategic management scholars (Grant, 1996), yet received little attention in the
established economics thinking on organizations.
Inter-firm performance differences is the central explanandum of strategic management
theory, which relates these differences to heterogeneous resources or differential capabilities of
firms (e.g., Winter, 1988; Langlois, 1992; Kogut and Zander, 1992; Jacobides and Winter, 2005).
Strategy research describes firm-specific knowledge as sticky and tacit and argues that such
knowledge develops through path-dependent processes, implying that organizations are

6

Nelson (1991) poses the question in exactly this form.
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necessarily limited in what they know how to do well. 7 Such an emphasis on knowledge
contrasts sharply with the organizational economics focus on incentives, opportunism, and
transaction costs. While much of the modern theory of the firm treats knowledge needed for
exchange as costly, it treats the knowledge needed for production as essentially free (Demsetz,
1988). The strong emphasis on transaction costs “dims our view of the full picture by implicitly
assuming that all firms can produce goods or services equally well” (Demsetz, 1991: 164).
However, it might be in the interest of a firm to produce its own inputs even if transaction costs
were zero and costs of in-house managing were positive, if firms differ in how well they can do
production (ibid.).
Low-cost methods of production have to be “discovered anew, sometimes almost from day
to day, by the entrepreneur” (Hayek, 1940: 196). The dispersion of knowledge (Hayek, 1945)
and the idiosyncratic nature of much of the economically relevant knowledge (Hayek, 1935b),
the distribution of entrepreneurial capabilities (Knight, 1921) or the benefits of specialization
imply that organizations will differ in how well (or how cost efficient) they can produce or
provide their offerings. Hence, besides transaction costs, the production costs may enter the
make-or-buy decision, i.e. the question about the boundaries of the firm (Foss, 1994).
There have been several attempts at integrating transaction cost and capabilities approaches
to the firm (surveyed in Argyres, Felin, Foss and Zenger, 2012) Argyres and Zenger (2012)
argue, for example, that transaction costs and property rights govern how capabilities are
7

There are important connections between capabilities and knowledge-based views and Austrian ideas about tacit
knowledge. Not surprisingly, several Austrian writers have been particularly attracted to the knowledge-based view
as it appears to take seriously the Hayekian notions of tacit, dispersed knowledge and rule-following behavior
(Malmgren 1961; O’Driscoll and Rizzo 1985; Loasby 1991; Langlois 1992, 1995, 1998; Foss 1997, Foss and
Christensen 2001; Dulbecco and Garrouste 1999). Exploring the Austrian roots of capabilities theory has become a
virtual cottage industry in recent years. The connection between Penrose and the Austrian school—both indirect and
directly through Penrose’s dissertation advisor, Mises student Fritz Machlup—has also been examined (Connell,
2007; Foss, Klein, Kor, and Mahoney, 2008). However, these explorations have produced few distinctive insights
and refutable implications, limited mainly to exploring similarities between the two bodies of thought.
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generated and transmitted. On the whole, however, these branches of literature remain distinct.
Austrian economics certainly recognizes performance differences among firms but, rejecting the
perfectly competitive model as a market benchmark, does not see deviations from “normal”
profits as a particularly interesting or important phenomenon to be explained. Austrians view
profit as an amount (revenues less costs), not a rate of return, and Austrian concepts of
competition leave no room for a normal rate of profit that firms try to exceed.
3. How do organizational forms emerge, and what determines their survival? A given
transaction may be organized in different ways such as arms-length market exchange, internal
production, and intermediate forms like franchising agreements and joint ventures. However, the
range of possible forms is typically given in modern organizational economics to the decision
maker, there is no uncertainty about them, and there is no room for organizational innovation and
entrepreneurship.
Williamson, for example, takes as a heuristic starting point that “in the beginning there
were markets” (Williamson, 1985: 142). Since markets are given, so are also inputs, outputs, and
technology. As it is the case with the nexus-of-contracts approach, the agents that occupy
Williamson’s attention are managers of existing transactions, shifting transactions over the
boundaries of the firm. He thus does not address questions of innovation and the creation of
markets (Williamson 1985). Introduction of new types of governance modes is “outsourced” to
an essentially unspecified external mechanism and equally essentially unspecified selection
forces are presumed to select the fittest/most efficient (or fitter/relatively more efficient) of these
contracts or organizational forms (Foss, 1997). However, a complete theory of organizations
should account for the emergence and diffusion of organizational forms (James, Klein, and
Sykuta, 2011).
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4. What explains change in organizational boundaries? Established economics thinking
about organizations readily allows firm size to be affected by innovations, such as the telephone,
or other communication media, that change the relative costs of market- vs. in-house transactions
(Coase, 1937). Yet, just as for the emergence of new governance modes, it leaves the source of
and drivers behind the innovation in the dark, i.e. innovations are exogenous events to which
firms simply adapt by shifting their boundaries inwards or outwards. Modern theories of the
firm, in the tradition of Schumpeter (1911) often resort to a “deus ex machina” that introduces
new innovations affecting transaction costs and firm sizes.
The highly prosperous cottage industry working on innovative management accounting
practices, such as, for example, the Balanced Scorecard, Activity-based Costing, Activity-based
Budgeting, new ERP systems, and so on, suggests that firms engage (and are willing to spend
considerable resources) in developing and introducing innovative practices that facilitate cost
allocations, internal calculations of unit and product profitability, and resource allocation
processes. Thus, a theory of the firm should at least partially endogenize the development of
innovations affecting firm size and scope.
5. Do organizations learn? Firm boundaries change frequently, in ways that are difficult to
explain within an equilibrium, comparative-static framework. In other words, firms adjust their
behavior even in the absence of changes in technology, institutions, or market conditions. Firms
regularly acquire other firms and divest parts of their current business. While part of this M&A
activity likely is a response to new governance modes and new innovations that change the
relative transaction costs of using the market versus exchanging the service/good internally, a
significant part takes place without changes in transaction costs, and can be understood as a
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process of experimentation and learning (Klein and Klein, 2001; Lien and Klein, 2013). Still,
much of the extant literature focuses on equilibrium, “optimal” contracts.
Agency theory, for example, assumes that the roles of principal and agent are already
assigned, that principals know the full set of possible actions the agent can take, and that all
contracting is efficient on an ex ante basis, meaning that all gains from trade have been
discovered and that no reallocations of property rights during later stages need to occur. In the
real world of dispersed knowledge and uncertainty, this kind optimality cannot be assumed; as
Loasby (1992: 140) puts it, “all perceived gains from trade are realized; but there may be gains
that are not perceived, simply because the attempts to carry out plans do not bring them to
anyone’s attention.” Hence principals may be surprised, leaving room for Kirznerian discovery
(Kirzner 1973) or Knightian judgment (Knight, 1921).
Transaction cost economics does allow for novelty and genuine surprise, captured by the
notion that all real-world contracts are incomplete. Even in this case, however, participants are
assumed to have “correct” knowledge about fundamental market conditions, such as the
likelihood of potential holdup (Foss, 1994). Hence there is no need to change a firm’s boundaries
in the absence of changes in transaction costs—the “right” boundaries were chosen ex ante.
Reports about firm’s M&A activities and reasons for divestures, however, suggest that firms infact commit errors and see a need for ex post adaptation of their boundaries (Klein and Klein,
2001).
6. Is entrepreneurship a factor of production? When explaining the returns to factors of
production economists often define wages as the payment to labor, interest as the payment to
capital, rent as the payment to land, and profit as the payment to entrepreneurship. Treating
entrepreneurship as a factor of production, earning a return we label profit, poses some
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challenging problems, however. Does entrepreneurship have a marginal revenue product,
corresponding to a firm’s profit? Is there an upward-sloping supply curve for entrepreneurship
(more of it is offered to the market when profits rise)? Are there diminishing returns to
entrepreneurship?
The answer given by the classic contributors to the economic theory of entrepreneurship
such as Cantillon, Say, Schumpeter, Knight, Mises, Kirzner, and others is clearly no. They treat
entrepreneurship as ubiquitous, an attribute of the market mechanism that can never be absent.
This perspective is neatly summarized by Marchal (1951: 550–551; emphasis added):
[E]ntrepreneurs obtain remuneration for their activity in a very different manner
than do laborers or lenders of capital. The latter provide factors of production
which they sell to the entrepreneur at prices which they naturally try to make as
high as possible. The entrepreneur proceeds quite otherwise; instead of selling
something to the enterprise he identifies himself with the enterprise. Some people
doubtless will say that he provides the function of enterprise and receives as
remuneration a sum which varies according to the results. But this is a tortured
way of presenting the thing, inspired by an unhealthy desire to establish arbitrarily
a symmetry with the other factors. In reality, the entrepreneur and the firm are one
and the same. His function is to negotiate, or to pay people for negotiating under
his responsibility and in the name of the firm, with two groups: on the one hand,
with those who provide the factors of production, in which case his problem is to
pay the lowest prices possible; on the other hand, with the buyers of the finished
products, from which it is desirable to obtain as large a total revenue as possible.
To say all this in a few words, the entrepreneur, although undeniably providing a
factor of production, perhaps the most important one in a capitalist system, is not
himself to be defined in those terms.
Entrepreneurship, in this sense, is embodied in the firm; the decision to be
“entrepreneurial” is not a marginal decision, in the sense of supplying one more or one less unit
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of entrepreneurial services to the firm.8 Writing of socialism, fascism, and other forms of
government intervention in the economy, Mises (1949) describes the struggle of business owners
to operate in deteriorating political circumstances. Despite the threat of expropriation and other
hazards, entrepreneurs will continue to act. “In the market economy there will always be
entrepreneurs. Policies hostile to capitalism may deprive the consumer of the greater part of the
benefits they would have reaped from unhampered entrepreneurial activities. But they cannot
eliminate the entrepreneurs as such if they do not entirely destroy the market economy” (Mises,
1949: 291). As long as there is private ownership, markets, and prices, there is entrepreneurship
– regardless of the numbers of start-ups, patents, and the like.
Part of the reason economists speak of the supply of entrepreneurship and the marginal
return to entrepreneurship is that they conceive entrepreneurship as an occupational category
such as self-employment. An entrepreneur is a person who starts his own business, as opposed to
an employee who works for someone else. In this sense it makes sense to talk about
entrepreneurship as a factor of production with an upward-sloping supply curve. As profit
opportunities increase, relative to wages, more individuals will choose self-employment over
employment. If one conceives entrepreneurship as a function such as alertness, cognitive
leadership or judgment, however, it cannot be treated as a factor of production and is exercised,
as in the Mises quote above, even in the worst market conditions.
7. How do organizations influence the institutional environment? Established thinking
on organizations typically takes the institutional environment—legal rules, political processes,
social norms, and the like—as given, asking how firms try to make profits within the constraints
established by these rules of the game. Changes in macro-level institutions are viewed as shocks,
8

Menger’s (1871) treatment of the entrepreneur is similar: “The activity of the entrepreneur is recognized by
Menger as being unique in that, unlike other goods of higher order, it is not intended for exchange and therefore
does not command a price” (Martin, 1979: 279–280).
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or “shift parameters” (Williamson, 1996: 326), that affect the efficient boundary between one
organizational form and another. But the institutional environment is not fixed, and efforts to
influence legal, regulatory, political, and social conditions may be as important to firms as efforts
to influence their competitive and technological environments (Moore et al., 2012; Oh & Oetzel,
2011). Firms seek to influence legal, regulatory, and political institutions through lobbying, rentseeking, and other activities (Bonardi, Hillman & Keim, 2005; Garud, Hardy & McGuire 2007,
Klein, et al., 2010). A complete theory of organizations, and of the boundaries between
organizations and markets, must take into account the fundamental endogeneity of institutions,
and the co-evolution of organizational and market characteristics.
The shortcomings of established economic thought on organizations suggest that we need
to look for models that allow us to answer the same fundamental questions while also being able
to circumvent or at least minimize the shortcomings identified. As we demonstrate in the
subsequent sections, key Austrian insights on production processes and the nature of capital
goods, dispersed knowledge, uncertainty, and entrepreneurship provide a promising avenue for
such a venture.
AUSTRIAN CAPITAL THEORY AND THE THEORY OF ORGANIZATIONS
Austrian capital theory
Austrian production theory starts with the insight that production takes time and, in an
advanced industrial economy, typically involves a series of temporally specific, causally linked
stages and a complex latticework of inputs and intermediate outputs (Menger, 1871). This has
two implications: First, factors of production must be committed in the present for making final
goods that will have value only in the future after they are sold (e.g., Hayek, 1931a). As a
consequence, from the time the decision is made to use the factors of production to when the
15

final good has been finished, the entrepreneur’s judgment about market demand and prices for
the final good may turn out to be flawed. Entrepreneurs pay today’s certain prices for factors, but
cannot be sure whether they will realize the expected value of the final goods in the future.
Second, as capital goods are used in production, they are transformed from general-purpose
materials and components to intermediate products specific to particular final goods.
Consequently, these assets cannot be easily redeployed to alternative uses if demands for final
goods change (Lachmann, 1956). Metal stamped into part of a chassis of a Ferrari likely cannot
be directly redeployed to the chassis of a Freightliner or other brand of heavy truck, or used to
make a toaster, or used to thresh wheat. This is particularly true for the capital goods that are in
later stages of the production process because they are typically already more specific to a
particular end use and thus more difficult to convert. The claim is not that there is no substitution
among capital goods, but that the degree of substitution is limited (i.e. capital goods are
considered as multi-specific). Because capital is heterogeneous, production cannot be adequately
described by the stylized production function—a “black box” transforming in one single stage
inputs (land, labor, capital) into output (consumer goods)—favored by neoclassical economists.
This heterogeneity of capital assets stems, as modern Austrian economics (AE) points out
(e.g., Kirzner, 1966), from the entrepreneurs’ subjective, individual production plans—plans that
are formulated and continually revised by profit-seeking entrepreneurs. Instead of characterizing
capital goods by their physical properties as earlier Austrian scholars attempted do (e.g., BöhmBawerk, 1959), modern AE proposes to rely on their place in the structure of production as
conceived by entrepreneurs. The actual place of any capital good in the time sequence of
production is given by the market for capital goods, in which entrepreneurs bid for factors of
production in anticipation of future consumer demands. This subjectivist, entrepreneurial
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approach to capital assets is particularly congenial to theories of the firm that focus on
entrepreneurship and the ownership of assets (Foss and Klein, 2012).
This understanding of capital as a complex structure formed the basis of the Austrian
theory of the business cycle (Mises, 1912; Hayek, 1931a), which highlights the role of
malinvestments. The concept of “malinvestment” is foreign to neoclassical production theory (as
well as mainstream macroeconomics), which usually considers only the level of investment.
Modern production theory focuses on a single stage of production in which “capital,” along with
other inputs, is transformed into final goods. As we argue next, this limits the explanatory power
of theories, such as modern macroeconomics, that are based on this conception of capital.
Implications of Capital Heterogeneity for the Theory of Organizations
If capital is a homogeneous substance with one price, then entrepreneurship is reduced to
choosing between capital-intensive and labor-intensive production methods (or among types of
labor), a problem a central planner could potentially solve. The failure of socialism, in Mises's
(1920) formulation, follows precisely from the complexity of the economy's capital structure,
and the subsequent need for entrepreneurial appraisal. As Lachmann (1956: 16) points out,
entrepreneurship consists primarily of choosing among combinations of capital assets: “We are
living in a world of unexpected change; hence capital combinations . . . will be ever changing,
will be dissolved and reformed. In this activity, we find the real function of the entrepreneur.”
Attributes may also vary over time, even for a particular asset. In a world of “genuine”
uncertainty, entrepreneurs are unlikely to know all relevant attributes of all assets when
production decisions are made. Nor can the future attributes of an asset, as it is used in
production, be forecast with certainty. Future attributes must be discovered over time, as assets
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are used in production. Therefore, capital heterogeneity has several important implications for
economic organization (Foss and Klein, 2012).
First, capital heterogeneity implies the need for monetary calculation in the formulation of
entrepreneurial plans. If each capital good is perfectly specific to just one final good, then the
valuation of consumer goods directly allows valuing the capital goods. Yet, if capital is
heterogeneous, but multi-specific (Lachmann, 1956)—that is, if some substitution can take place
at a certain cost—then we need markets in which these capital goods are traded to have
indications of relative scarcity and to be able to evaluate economically alternative plans for using
capital goods. In general, the calculation problem highlighted in the socialist calculation debate
waged by the Austrians in the 1920s and 1930s (e.g., Mises, 1920, 1936) is not about socialism
per se, but the results of the heterogeneous, yet multi-specific nature of capital assets.
Second, because it is difficult, or perhaps even impossible, to specify all relevant attributes
of an asset ex ante, ownership rights are assigned to assets, not their attributes. Ownership of an
asset gives the owner the rights to exploit attributes unknown at the time ownership rights are
conferred. When firms are defined in terms of asset ownership, this entrepreneurial perspective
helps explain the boundaries of the firm. Third, because attributes of assets are costly to measure,
and often unknown even to their owners, entrepreneurs must often experiment with different
combinations of capital goods.
Finally, the entrepreneur's success in experimenting with assets in this manner depends not
only on his ability to anticipate future prices and market conditions, but also on internal and
external transaction costs, the entrepreneur's control over the relevant assets, how much of the
expected return from experimental activity he can hope to appropriate, and so on. Thus,
entrepreneurs who seek to create or discover new attributes of capital assets will want ownership
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titles to the relevant assets, both for speculative reasons and for reasons of economizing on
transaction costs.
These implications already suggest some preliminary answers for questions about why
firms exist and what determines their boundaries. They thus suggest that the Austrian theory of
production may be a fruitful starting point for building a “good” theory of organizations.
AN AUSTRIAN THEORY OF ORGANIZATIONS?
While until recently, the theory of the firm did not attract much attention in AE, the last two
decades have seen a number of publications emerging that develop elements of a distinctly
Austrian theory of the firm (e.g., Dulbecco and Garrouste, 1999; Foss, 1994; Foss, Foss, Klein,
Klein, 2007; Foss and Klein, 2012; Iaonnides, 1998; Klein, 1996; Lewin and Phelan, 2000). The
Austrian emphasis on subjective knowledge, skills, beliefs, expectations, and mental models is a
central element in these steps towards building an Austrian theory of the firm. Together with the
Austrian focus on process analysis, subjectivism and uncertainty open the door to address
entrepreneurship—the arguably most neglected Austrian concept within the contemporary theory
of the firm—and to build a theory of the firm around it (Dulbecco and Garrouste, 1999). While
Austrians agree on the central role of entrepreneurship for an Austrian theory of the firm, there is
some disagreement about how to characterize entrepreneurship for this purpose. This
disagreement has led scholars to pursue different routes for developing elements of an Austrian
theory of the firm.
The best-known perspective on entrepreneurship is Kirzner’s (1973, 1979, 1992)
identification of entrepreneurship with alertness to profit opportunities. The simplest case of
alertness is that of the arbitrageur, who discovers a discrepancy in present prices that can be
exploited for financial gain. In a more typical case, the entrepreneur is alert to a new product or a
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superior production process and steps in to fill this market gap before others. Success, in this
view, comes not from following a well-specified maximization problem, but from having some
insight that no one else has, a process that cannot be modeled as an optimization problem.
Because Kirzner’s entrepreneurs perform only a discovery function, rather than an investment
function, they do not need to own capital; they need only be alert to profit opportunities. They
own no assets, they bear no uncertainty, and hence they cannot earn losses―the worst that can
happen to an entrepreneur is the failure to discover an existing profit opportunity.
Several scholars have worked on developing a theory of the firm based on Kirzner’s
conception of entrepreneurship (e.g., Ioannides, 1998; Sautet, 2010). At the same time, Kirzner’s
view on entrepreneurship has been the object of much critical debate. Loasby (1992: 143), for
example, claims that “Kirzner has also accepted the neoclassical view of knowledge as
‘information,’ which is not merely inadequate but false. For many simple entrepreneurial
perceptions, the falsity of this view does not matter, but for more complex opportunities of
arbitrage […] it may be important.” Rothbard (1985) and Salerno (1990, 2008), in turn, question
Kirzner’s purely alert entrepreneur as neglecting the importance of assets for exploiting
entrepreneurial opportunities and thus also criticize him for misreading Mises and Hayek, whose
position on entrepreneurship is rather one about economic calculation and (price) coordination
than of alertness and discovery and who stress the importance of asset ownership. Even the
arbitrageur—to use the simplest examples of the Kirznerian entrepreneur—needs some funds (or
at least control over them) to acquire the assets that are undervalued at one location before being
able to sell them off at a profit in another location. Without these funds the arbitrageur may well
identify an entrepreneurial opportunity, but may not be able to realize it—or, when sharing his
ideas with potential not-penniless others, have problems appropriating (a part of) the profit.
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If the Kirznerian entrepreneur shares his discovery with others in order to convince them to
provide him with their funds for realizing his entrepreneurial opportunity, they may simply go
about realizing his idea without him as the opportunity now is known to them and as the only
alert, but penniless entrepreneur lacks bargaining power. The link between Kirznerian
entrepreneurship and other branches of economic analysis, such as industrial organization,
innovation, and the theory of the firm, is thus weak. As a consequence, progress towards a fully
fledged theory of organizations based on Kirzner’s concept has been slow.
Another approach, advanced by Witt (1998, 1999), focuses not on alertness, but on
coordination via cognitive leadership. Entrepreneurs, Witt argues, require complementary factors
of production, which are coordinated within the firm. For the firm to be successful the
entrepreneur must establish a tacit, shared framework of goals—what Casson (2000) calls a
“mental model” of reality—which governs the relationships among members of the
entrepreneur’s team (Witt, 2007). As Langlois (1998) points out, it is often easier (less costly) for
individuals to commit to a specific individual, the leader, rather than an abstract set of complex
rules governing the firm’s operations. Exercising charismatic authority in an appropriate manner,
then, facilitates coordination within organizations (Witt, 2003). It allows benefiting from
autonomous motivation (aka: intrinsic motivation), which would not be possible using a market
setting where extrinsic motivation, and in particular: monetary motives, is the sole driver (Witt,
2007). Cognitive leadership, thus, following him, provides a rationale for the multi-person firm
(ibid.). Building on self-determination theory from social psychology, Witt (2007), however, is
careful to highlight the danger of a potential crowding-out of employees’ autonomous motivation
by the entrepreneur’s monitoring and incentivizing practices. The appropriate design of the
firm’s internal organization to leave “the employees room for own initiative and creative
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problem solving” (Witt, 2007: 1137), thereby fostering high effort based on autonomous
motivation, hence is a centerpiece for benefiting from the advantage firms as institutional
arrangements can offer to entrepreneurs above what markets can.
Witt’s cognitive leadership approach to the firm thus combines insights from economics,
psychology, and sociology. Leaders coordinate through effective communication, not only of
explicit information, but also tacit knowledge—plans, rules visions, and the like (Witt, 2003).
The successful entrepreneur excels at communicating such models. In Witt’s proposal for an
Austrian theory of the firm, as in Coase (1937), the employment relationship is central to the
theory of the firm. The entrepreneur’s primary task is to coordinate the human resources that
make up the firm. Consequently, Witt’s approach explains the dynamics among team members
but does not necessarily provide an answer to the questions of whether the charismatic leader
necessarily needs to own physical capital or why charismatic leadership should be regarded as
more “entrepreneurial” than other, comparatively mundane managerial tasks such as structuring
incentives, limiting opportunism, administering rewards, and so on. By leaving open the question
of how the entrepreneur gets the requisite assets, Witt’s approach runs the risk of being criticized
for the same issue as approaches, such as by Iaonnides (1998), that build on Kirzner’s alert but
penniless entrepreneur: how does the entrepreneur convince asset owners – given dispersion of
knowledge and genuine uncertainty hampering communication and rendering entrepreneurship
not a normal factor of production – to provide the capital necessary to implement her/his vision
(or perceived business opportunity) or by which way the entrepreneur goes about implementing
those visions or opportunities requiring assets for exploitation and not only ideas or alertness.
Exercising judgment in a world of uncertainty is a third Austrian perspective on
entrepreneurship that is associated mainly with Knight (1921) and Mises (1949). As noted above,
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judgment refers primarily to business decision making when the range of possible future
outcomes, let alone the likelihood of individual outcomes, is generally unknown. Decisionmaking about the future thus relies on a kind of understanding that is subjective and tacit, one
that cannot be parameterized in a set of formal, explicit decision rules. Judgment, as described by
Knight, is distinct from boldness, innovation, alertness, and leadership. Judgment must be
exercised in mundane circumstances, for ongoing operations as well as new ventures. Alertness
is the ability to react to existing opportunities while judgment refers to beliefs about new
opportunities. Those who specialize in judgmental decision making may be dynamic, charismatic
leaders, but they need not possess these traits. In short, in this view, decision making under
uncertainty is entrepreneurial, whether it involves imagination, creativity, leadership, and related
factors or not.
In the most general sense, then, all human behavior in the world envisioned by Austrian
economics is entrepreneurial. For explaining the emergence of firms, however, it is useful to
focus on a narrower conception of entrepreneurship, that of a businessperson who invests
financial and physical resources in hopes of earning monetary profits and avoiding monetary
losses. As outlined earlier, in the Austrian world, production involves a series of temporally
specific, causally linked stages and a complex latticework of inputs and intermediate outputs.
The heterogeneous capital goods implied by this view of the world, render finding the optimal
combination a daunting task (Lachmann, 1956). Contrary to the alertness or the cognitive
leadership conceptions, Mises, Hayek, and Rothbard conceive the entrepreneurial function as
judgmental decision making under Knightian uncertainty and presupposing the ownership of
assets (Salerno, 2008). Consequently, they define the firm as the entrepreneur plus the alienable
resources the entrepreneur owns (or is able to influence). An important argument for following
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the Mises-Hayek-Rothbard conception of entrepreneurship lies in the particular nature of
judgment. As noted above, Knight (1921) argued that entrepreneurial judgment is not a “normal”
factor of production and cannot be bought and sold on a market. While Coase (1937) disagrees,
he seems to have overlooked Knight’s (1921) key point, namely that while much can be
“imagined,” the “system where all advice or knowledge was bought as required” (Coase, 1937:
249) cannot include entrepreneurial judgment—in particular the judgment of whether to follow
(or not) the recommendations of the advisers (Foss, 1996).
Whereas Kirzner’s notion of entrepreneurship as alertness is attractive as it seems to
correspond with the intuitive idea that new opportunities need to be discovered, and Witt’s idea
of entrepreneurship as cognitive leadership is appealing to the undoubtedly important question of
how the entrepreneur can exploit (new) business opportunities, the notion of entrepreneurship as
judgment following Mises and Hayek seems particularly adept for developing a coherent
Austrian theory of the firm.
First, judgment as opposed to alertness cannot be bought and sold on a market. Costs of
moral hazard or of trying to communicate entrepreneurial judgments close markets for
judgments, for the same reason that judgment is uninsurable (Foss and Klein, 2012). Second,
starting with entrepreneurship as judgment as the foundation of a theory of the firm as opposed
to cognitive leadership does not per se require resorting to building on a combination of insights
from economics, psychology, and sociology. It can, as already roughly illustrated (and as we
shall demonstrate in more detail in the subsequent parts) serve to build a theory of the firm
purely relying on insights from economics. In particular, the key foundations of a judgmentbased theory of the firm can be grounded within a single theory – namely, in Austrian capital
theory. A judgment-based approach thus, while not necessarily entirely circumventing them,
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certainly facilitates reducing dangers of potential misfit of insights as compared to approaches
that draw on insights generated in different disciplines.

A JUDGMENT-BASED POSITIVE THEORY
Why do firms exist, what determines their boundaries, and how are they organized internally?
The judgment-based perspective on entrepreneurship associated with Knight and Mises provides
several answers.9.
The One-Person Firm
Foss and Klein (2012) argue that the single-person firm can be explained by incomplete
markets for judgment: First, entrepreneurs know themselves and their project ideas to be “good
risks,” but may be unable to communicate this to the capital markets. Second, as emphasized by
Knight (1921: 311) and Mises (1949: 585), entrepreneurship represents judgment under
“genuine” uncertainty that cannot be assessed in terms of its marginal product and which cannot,
accordingly, be paid a wage. In other words, there is no market for the judgment that
entrepreneurs rely on, and therefore exercising judgment requires the person with judgment to
start a firm. Both reasons imply incomplete markets for judgment and help understand the oneperson firm, yet it does not yet explain multi-person firms (Foss and Klein, 2012). But, it does
underscore that entrepreneurs in almost all real-world cases cannot be of the Kirznerian penniless
type (Salerno, 2008): Exercising judgment implies, as Klein, (1999) and Foss and Klein (2012)
further explain, asset ownership, for judgmental decision-making is ultimately decision-making
about the employment of resources, that is: to arrange or organize the capital goods the
entrepreneur owns (or has influence over). Obtaining ownership rights over tangible and
9

See also Casson (1982), Rothbard (1985), Salerno (1990, 2008), Langlois and Cosgel (1993).
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intangible assets also strengthens the bargaining position. Ownership rights—as stressed in
organizational economics—allow parties to “fill in the blanks” of a contract, including the right
to exclude others from accessing or using an asset (Foss and Klein, 2012). It thus also ensures
that the entrepreneur can appropriate rents from his/her entrepreneurial idea.
The Multi-Person Firm
Following Lachmann (1956), it may be difficult for the entrepreneur to specify all valued
dimensions of assets prior to specialization. Many dimensions or attributes of dimensions
(valued and non-valued ones) only become apparent from using, that is: experimenting with the
uses of assets and discovering the best uses for them. Given the interdependence that typically
exists in a multi-state value chain and involving different inputs, the best time and place to use a
particular asset depend on the specification of the uses of all other assets that are needed in value
delivery (Hayek, 1941). Thus, entrepreneurs need a contractual set up that allows them to
experiment at low cost. Here, Foss and Klein (2012) argue (albeit based rather on mainstream
Williamsonian economics than on AE) that relying on a hierarchical relationship within an
organization as means of coordination instead of the market can be the least costly way for an
entrepreneur to organize the experimental activity. Under market contracting collaborators can
veto changes in the experimental set-up, thereby extracting additional quasi-rents from other
collaborators in return for their “d’accord” to a re-arranged set-up. By possessing the rights to
redefine and reallocate decision rights among collaborators (i.e. employees) and to sanction those
who do not use their decision rights efficiently, the entrepreneur can conduct experiments
without continuously having to renegotiate contracts, thereby saving bargaining and drafting
costs (Foss and Klein, 2012). This provides a rational for the multi-person firm within an
entrepreneurial judgment approach.
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Efficient Firm Boundaries 10
The entrepreneur’s success in experimenting with assets, however, does not only depend
on his authority to rearrange them, but also on his ability to anticipate future prices and market
conditions in order to make rational decisions and to avoid pure “trial and error” processes. Such
judgment however relies on information: Economic calculation that allows forming a rational
judgment implies the use of today’s prices and anticipated future prices to compare present costs
with expected future revenues (Klein, 1999). Since entrepreneurs often face a plethora of
options, Mises (1951: 110) stressed that “[t]he business of the entrepreneur is not merely to
experiment with new technological methods, but to select from the multitude of technologically
feasible methods those which are best fit to supply the public in the cheapest way with the things
they are asking for most urgently”. And it is exactly this need for decision-making under genuine
uncertainty that was at the heart of the socialist calculation debate waged by the Austrians in the
1920s and 30s and that provides important insights into the boundaries of the firm (Foss and
Klein, 2012; Klein, 1996; Montias, 1976; Rothbard, 1962, 1976; Williamson, 1991).
The Austrian argument against (market) socialism was three-fold (Boettke, 2001): (a) In
the absence of private property of the means of production, there will be no market for these
means; (b) without such a market, there will be no monetary prices established for the means of
production; and (c) without such prices, decision-makers are unable to rationally allocate
resources as they lack information that reflects the relative scarcity of resources. Yet, as already
Rothbard (1976: 75) notes: “[F]or what the Mises theory focuses on is not simply the numerous
10

Santos and Eisenhardt (2005) propose a number of views on organizational boundaries comprising efficiency,
power, competence, and identity perspectives. The Austrian insights from the socialist calculation debate follow
efficiency considerations and – in particular in Rothbard’s generalization – focus on the question of organizations
versus markets. The other perspectives advanced by Santos and Eisenhardt (2005) in contrast focus on nonefficiency oriented questions of conscious versus unconscious organizations, the possession of competences versus
their deployment, and ownership versus control, and thus are only limitedly related to the “organizations” versus
“markets” debate.
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inefficiencies of the political as compared to the profit-making process, but the fact that a market
for capital goods has disappeared. This means that, just as socialist central planning could not
calculate economically, no One Big Firm could own or control the entire economy.”
Within the judgment-based approach to the firm, Foss and Klein (2012) suggest applying
insights from the calculation debate—in particular, Rothbard’s (1962) generalization to nonsocialist settings—to the discussion about the boundaries of the firm. In any situation, socialist or
not, in which no such prices are available, entrepreneurs cannot arrive at rational judgments
about the scarcity of the resources and whether an entrepreneurial profit exists (Rothbard, 1962;
1976; Foss and Klein, 2012).
Of course, entrepreneurs might try to infer what prices for these resources would be if there
were a functioning market through relying on cost-based estimation techniques, yet such “prices”
will under all likelihood diverge from the prices an entrepreneur would observe in a market
(Rothbard, 1962). While the past decades have seen many advances in allocating costs and
calculating meaningful transfer prices by scholars in economics and management accounting, all
the alternative methods developed share the fundamental problem that any such artificial price
contains less information than an actual market price (Rothbard, 1962). Therefore, the use of
internally traded intermediate goods or services for which no external market reference is
available introduces distortions that reduce organizational efficiency. This problem grows as the
firm expands and more and more external markets disappear, which means that the “islands of
noncalculable chaos swell to proportions of masses and continents” (Rothbard, 1962: 548).
The Austrian ideas developed in the calculation debate therefore suggest that when
organizations are large enough to conduct activities that are exclusively internal – so that no
reference to the outside market is available – they will face a calculation problem (besides any
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incentive problems that are linked to the fact that managers lacking ultimate property rights have
only limited incentive to engage in high effort) (Foss, 2002; Klein, 1996; Rothbard, 1962; Foss
and Klein, 2012).
Internal Organization
Austrians are quick to point out that the key challenge besides incentive issues to internal
organization from an Austrian perspective stems from the entrepreneur allocating resources
inside the organization typically lacking information or knowledge to make optimal decisions
(Mises, 1936; Hayek, 1937; 1973). The fact that firms exist and thrive would seem to indicate
that they however somehow successfully cope with this dispersed knowledge.
Foss, Foss, Klein, and Klein (2007) and Foss and Klein (2012) point to Mises (1949) for an
answer to this puzzle: He suggests delegation of decision rights to managers—creating what
Foss, Foss, and Klein (1997) termed “proxy-entrepreneurs” exercising “derived judgment” as a
solution. By delegating decision-making authority to those who “know best,” the firm is able to
exploit the locally held knowledge without having to codify it for internal communication or
motivating managers to explicitly share their knowledge. Yet, Mises (1949) also realized that
delegation is a somewhat two-edge sword. Unlike independent players in markets, managers
within firms never possess ultimate decision rights and thus there are incentive limits to the
extent to which market principles can be applied within firms (Foss, 2002).11 This gives rise to
problems of motivation, i.e. moral hazard – to use the organizational economics terminology.
Managers and employees may use the delegated decision-rights in both productive, that is,
functional or value-enhancing from the owners’ perspective, and destructive (i.e. dysfunctional
11

Research within the contractual theory of the firm has clarified in the meantime that the problem may be handled
if the central (planning) board can credibly commit to a non-interference policy. Committing to a non-interference
policy is difficult though in practice, as promises not to intervene for bad cause are simply not credible (Williamson,
1996).
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or value-diminishing) ways (Foss, Foss and Klein, 1997; Foss and Klein, 2012). They may
pursue new profitable business opportunities or engage in developing new forms of exploiting
(quasi)-rents from the firm by creating new forms of hold-ups etc (ibid.). Yet, delegation may
also imply risks of duplication of effort due to a lack of coordination of activities. The benefits of
delegation in terms of better utilizing dispersed knowledge thus need to be balanced against the
costs of delegation due to problems of interest alignment (what organizational economics would
call “agency costs”) and coordination (Foss, 2002).
Entrepreneurial judgment enters the picture here, as entrepreneurs exercise judgment about
other people’s judgment. Entrepreneurs evaluate employees according to their ability to use
delegated decision rights properly. While this is an attractive answer, it however raises the
question of about the actual mechanisms for judging others’ judgment (Foss and Klein, 2012).
Here, existing Austrian literature is, as Foss and Kein (2012) note, not very forthcoming and
allows only speculating about the actual mechanisms implied by Mises and Lachmann.
CONCLUSION
Many of the analytical components that are necessary to develop a coherent theory of the firm
were already present in AE long before they attracted interest within modern organizational
economics. Like their neoclassical counterparts Austrians have been reluctant for many years to
open up the “black box” of the organization.
In recent years, however, a number of scholars have ventured into developing elements of a
distinctly Austrian theory of the firm. In fact, some 75 years after the publication of Coase’s
(1937) article about the nature of firms and 50 years after Rothbard’s (1962) generalization of
Mises’ argumentation regarding the calculation problem of socialist economies to large firms,
Austrians are a good way on to developing a first cast of a distinctly Austrian theory of the firm.
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While some scholars have taken Kirzner’s notion of entrepreneurship as alertness as a
point for departure of their efforts in building an Austrian theory of the firm, entrepreneurship
understood in the Knight-Mises conception of judgment under uncertainty seems particularly
promising for such a venture. A judgment-based approach to entrepreneurship allows drawing on
Austrian production and capital theory—a unique and coherent theory of capital that allows
overcoming major shortcomings of existing (contractual) approaches to the theory of the firm in
mainstream organizational economics. The multi-stage nature of production processes gives rise
to heterogeneous capital assets, which in turn require entrepreneurs to experiment with capital
goods in order to step-by-step discover their attributes. Asset ownership greatly facilitates such
experimentation with assets. Thus the Austrian conception of production processes allows
deriving why entrepreneurs will not be of the penniless type claimed by Kirzner. Moreover,
entrepreneurs cannot sell their judgment on a market, as in a world of thoroughgoing
subjectivism as assumed by modern Austrian capital theory, costs of moral hazard or of trying to
communicate entrepreneurial judgments close markets for judgments, for the same reason that
judgment is uninsurable (Foss and Klein, 2012). Therefore, they need to found their own firm.
Heterogeneity in capital goods however also allows explaining the multi-person firm, as a
hierarchical relationship (i.e. employment contracts with collaborators) facilitates re-arranging
the experimental set-up. The Austrian conception of the production process equally allows
explaining firm boundaries by the entrepreneurs’ need for indications of relative scarcity of
heterogeneous capital goods in order to economically evaluate alternative plans for using capital
goods (e.g., Powell, 2010). Finally, the judgment-based approach also allows shedding light on
questions of internal organization; entrepreneurs exercise judgment also about other people’s
judgment.
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However, the judgment approach relies heavily on ideas about the decomposability of
processes and asset specificity from more mainstream organizational economics to get from a
single-person firm to the multi-person firm. Thus, if one wants to define a firm like in the
Coasian theory of the firm—that is: as an employment relationship—Austrian insights available
in literature only go part of the road to build a theory of the firm. Similarly, the Austrian idea of
the entrepreneur judging others’ judgment is still abstract and calls for further refinement. Yet,
given the growing proportion of fixed or indirect costs in many (though not all) industries, the
calculation problem stressed within the judgment approach advocated by Foss and Klein (2012),
however, seems increasingly attractive for empirical and conceptual investigations into
organization size. Firms within a particular industry that are better able to allocate fixed and/or
indirect costs to the respective subunits within the value chain should be at an advantage in
comparison to their peers, and thus both be able to outperform those and to grow larger than
them (Klein, 1996). Recent advances in cost accounting, such as activity-based costing (Cooper
and Kaplan, 1988) or activity-based budgeting (Brimson and Antos, 1999) may provide more
accurate approximations in transfer pricing and thus reduce the misallocations and inefficiencies
linked to the disappearance of markets. Yet, it is unclear so far whether and how much the
introduction of such systems allows a firm to shift outwards its limits and how they affect
relative performance of firms.
Thus, while a judgment-based approach to the theory of the firm based on Austrian capital
theory without any doubt still needs further refinement, it addresses major weaknesses in the
assumptions underlying the dominant (contractual) theory of the firm in organizational
economics. It thus promises to be a fruitful avenue for arriving at a “better” theory of the firm.
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Yet, Austrians might not want to stop there. It also seems time to broaden the study from
firms to organizations, that is, i.e. to build a first version of a “theory of the organization”. While
all organizations face uncertainty and while it is likely that all organizations plan in one form or
the other, and thus the calculation problem might apply to all kinds of private, public, profit or
non-profit organizations (Klein, 1996), more research explicitly targeting not-for-profit
organizations seems necessary to establish the generalizability of the insights from firms to all
kinds of organizations.
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